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Why is nutrition vital ? 

Don’t forget, the workouts are only one part of your journey. Being
strict when it comes to nutrition and supplements
is the only way to really achieve your goals for summer – helping you
to push your performance, refuel, and recover the right way, every
single time.When it comes to eating healthily, nobody wants to just
eat dry chicken and plates of veg. And you don’t have to. You can
lose weight with a controlled, carefully considered diet as long as
you get the nutritionals you need to reach your goals.

SAM NEAME 

Healthy body = Healthy mind 

1 NUTRITION

The key to a healthy life

_____________________



Why we do HIIT at My French Coach

1) You don't need a gym or membership.. 
2) It takes under 25 minutes
3) You can't do it literally anywhere (be careful)
4) It'll put your body in fat burning mode
5) You don't need to be the fittest in the room
6) You're your own competition 
 

SAM NEAME 

Fitness is the ultimate medicine to a lost mind.

2 TRAINING

The key to a healthy life

____________________



Start before you're ready

Be consistent 

Love what you do, don't force something
you hate
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3 RULES

Things to remember daily

_____________________

SAM NEAME 

Never accept doing something you hate, life is

way too short.

A few life rules Sam lives by daily 



4 MUST READS

Things to remember daily

1 HOUR A DAY
That's all it takes, just 1 hour a day to genuinely
change your life. I remember as a child my mum
would always moan and tell me I should be
reading. I never thought much of it, UNTIL I
discovered self development. As an extrovert I
have to accomplish and grow, and that's to beauty
of these books, they help you grow, they make you
invest in yourself which is the number one rules to
becoming fulfilled. So thank you mum!

_____________________



5 Visualise

Things to remember daily

 
 
All we are doing here is visualising a
few "generic" goals, assets probably
are not important, so write down
anything you would like in your vision. 
You have officially created a vision, I
now want you to print out photos of
these places, people, things, feelings. 
Look at this vision board everyday, put
it on your ceiling, on your fridge I
don't care! You have just made a huge
step forwards.

____________________

SAM NEAME 

If you really want something, you will get it,

there is always a way.

Why is visualising important ?
when we visualise we see what we
desire more often and in our lives.
If you keep picturing what you
want, where you want to be or
who with, eventually you will
attract this. It is fully possible!

Get a pen and paper and write these things
down : 

 
1) What is your end goal 

2) Who do you want to become 
3) What house do you want to live in ? 

4) Where will you do your hobbies
5) What's the weather like there ? 

6) What pet do you want ? 



6
SIMPLE STEPS TO

SUCCESS
Things to remember daily

With our high performance living
plans you will become the master
of your life, mind, body and
relationships. These are factors
vital to moving forward and
achieving your goals.

Never do what you

don't enjoy 
Things to remember daily

Small daily habits 
Things to remember daily

Always help others
Things to remember daily

Improve yourself

everyday 
Things to remember daily

____________________

SAM NEAME 

Small steps will bring you to the place you want

to be.

Embrace what you

love 
Things to remember daily

Build strong

relationships
Things to remember daily



Always dream big, you do not have to live a normal
life 
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LIFE LESSONS

LEARNT
Things to remember daily

_____________________
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Understand what makes people tick, master how to
connect with people, it's my biggest skill.

Treat your body like a temple, it'll thank you by
keeping your mind settles and clear. 

Help others, offer your help, offer support, leave a
smile on someone's face daily.
 

Push yourself, it hurts but it's the only way to become
the best you can be. 10

Live in the moment, take in your environment. 

Only do your job if you would do this job for free.

Love yourself, this is so important, it's not selfish it's
vital to invest in oneself.

Read daily, knowledge is power, and power is helpful..

Learn to deal with change and bad news, you'll be 10
steps ahead this way.



PERSONAL GROWTH
You grow and learn new things every time something changes. You discover new insights about
diffferent aspects of your life. You learn lessons even from changes that did not lead you to where
you wanted to be.
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11 EMBRACE CHANGE

Things to remember daily

_____________________
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FLEXIBILITY 
Frequent changes make you easily adapt to new situations, new environments, and new people.
As a result you do not freak out when something unexpectedly shifts.

IMPROVEMENTS
We all have things in our lives we’d like to improve—finances, job, partner, house, etc. All of us
know that nothing will  improve by itself. We need to do things differently to make that happen.
Without change, there’d be no improvements.

OPPORTUNITIES
One never knows what each change may bring. When you turn from your usual path there will be
plenty of different opportunities waiting for you. Changes will bring new choices for happiness
and fulfillment.

STRENGTH
Not all changes lead you to pleasant periods of life. Unfortunately we do not live in fairy tale and
sad things happen, too. Overcoming the tough period will make you stronger.

Change is NOT easy, I get it, it feels
uncertain, it's not comfortable. But it
is VITAL only IF you're ready to grow,
if you do not want to better yourself,
please do not read this! but I know
this is for you because you're here
you're here so read on..



Hands off that phone!
Waking up, switching on your phone is a recipe for disaster, the point is, seeing something you
would normally see on the news will most probably affect your mood or day. You could receive a
nasty text, get some bad news. Don't let your phone control you, look after yourself, leave your
phone, drink 500ml of water and stretch.
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12 Morning ritual

Things to remember daily

_____________________
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Exercise 
That's right get the trainers on, do a HIIT workout or a run, get the blood pumping, sweat any
toxins out and have a fresh clear mind for the day ahead, trust me it works. You will feel clean,
awake and motivated.

Podcast & Shower
Such a great combination, have a refreshing shower, not too warm to get your immune system
going and listen to a new podcast, get your brain into the right setting for a great day.

Fresh breakfast
Your body will need protein as you've just trained, try eggs and avocado on toast with some fruit
? Get a healthy tea or coffee in the system for some caffeine and you're good to go!

The list
Sam has about 3 lists ongoing, everynight before bed there's a list for the next day, and in the
morning you can go over the list to prioritise what is needed to be completed for that day!

Mornings are so important to starting a super productive
day off. So they should be used wisely! This is Sam's
morning routine, why don't you try it?



You need a push to move you forward
You want a healthier lifestyle
You need help taing care of your body
You're ready to get what you want
You have something special and need
to harness it 

Sign up to our daily blogs & tips on how
to live a happier life. 
 
Why sign up ?
 

GET IN TOUCH!



Read our real life blogs written
by Sam Neame 

WELCOME TO THE FAMILY


